
Dear BioNova® Partners &
Customers,
 

the winter is almost over and most people can 
hardly wait for spring to come.  The snow we 
loved so much in December is no longer welcome, 
the winter decorations are stowed away and the 

Christmas flowers in the window are replaced by 
tulips and narcissuses. We're definitely ready for 
springtime, but in Europe and New England it looks 
like we still have to exercise patience. Recently Nemo, 
the blizzard that slammed into the US East Coast with 
high winds and heavy snowfall early in February, 
brought lots of snow and cold air to Europe.   

Despite the cold weather, BioNova® is already busy 
working in other warmer parts of the world. Among other projects, there's a water ski park about to be 
built in the Philippines. The water in this lake will be cleaned with BioNova® technology - purified in the 
same way that Mother Nature does it - fully biological, without any chemicals. 
These water ski or wakeboard parks are very interesting so we decided to make them the focus in our 
current Newsletter. Both our Project of the Month and the BioNova® historical project are water ski 
parks.
Additionally the BioNova® Partner Meetings for German and English-speaking Partners that took place 
at Parsdorf / Munich (Germany) in February kept the Team of the BioNova® Global Head Office very 
busy - we hope you'll enjoy our report about these exciting events. Our US Partners brought lots of 
good news with them, especially Jesse Dutra from Nantucket, Massachusetts, who built the first 
BioNova® NSP in North America last year. You will read more about him and his company later 
in this Newsletter. Enjoy reading!
 
Your Global Head Office Team,
 
 
Rainer Grafinger, Christine Schoeck, 
Andrea Enseleit, Stephanie & Jusuf Rifatov
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Wasserski-Special



Project of the Month
 

Lots of fun and action - that's what 
you can expect of our current Project 
of the Month. The water ski park 
"Hip-Notics" is nothing for geeks or couch 
potatoes! It lies north of Antalya, Turkey and 
is run by a private operator.

 
Rainer Grafinger (BioNova® Global CEO) did the 
basic planning for building the three lakes of this 
water ski park in cooperation with the popular 
German company Rixen Cableways from Dachau 
(near Munich, Bavaria). To find more information 
about Rixen Cableways, please visit

  www.rixen-seilbahnen.de.
 
Since May 2008 people from all over the world visit the Hip-Notics wakeboard and water ski park. One 
of the lakes is used for water skiing, one is reserved for wake boarders, and one is only for practicing. 
The lakes are connected by water falls so that the water can circulate. The lakes are sealed with a 
synthetic flexible liner.
 
For further information please visit www.hip-notics.com. You can also find Hip-Notics on Facebook. 
Beautiful pictures, interesting videos, and lots of information about planning your holidays at 
Hip-Notics are waiting to be discovered!
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BioNova® Family
 
As you may already know, BioNova® Global is represented in North America by our Partner 
Company BioNova® Natural Pools. In the last few years, BioNova® Natural Pools managers James 
& Hae-Sun Robyn have admitted lots of professional Pool and Landscape companies as new 
BioNova® Dealer Partners. At the moment, companies from California, Connecticut, Iowa, Maryland, 
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ontario, Oregon, Texas and Utah are 
representing BioNova® Natural Pools in the USA and Canada.
 

We want to introduce you to one of these companies in 
detail… Waterscapes by Jesse Dutra from Nantucket, 
Massachusetts.
The company was founded in 1997 by Jesse Dutra. Jesse 
and his sister Emily Dutra, design, install and maintain 
many of Nantucket's finest gardens and landscapes. They 
also offer design and construction services for chemical 
swimming pools. The company is now known as an 
innovative, creative, and reliable source for designing and 

building high-end gardens 
and waterscapes through-
out the region.

 
 
Jesse Dutra first discovered BioNova® in a magazine advertisement. He contacted the President and 
CEO of BioNova® Natural Pools in North America, James Robyn, and fell in love with the idea of 
natural, biological swimming and bathing water. So in 2009 he decided to become a BioNova® 
Partner. Collaborating with BioNova® was the next logical step in his career. By building biologically 
cleaned waterscapes he is able to combine his horticultural knowledge with the experience he has 
gained designing traditional swimming pools.
 
The idea of biologically cleaned swimming and bathing facilities is still a new concept in
most of North America. When he counsels clients, Jesse Dutra is often confronted 
with scepticism. Not long ago there was no Natural Swimming Pool or precedent to 
reference in the US, which made it even more difficult to convince some clients that 
the system works. 
 



 
So it was a great success for Jesse Dutra when he was 
contracted to build the first BioNova® NSP in the US last year. 
The NSP was even on the cover of AQUA Magzine! Visit 
www.aquamagazine.com/digitalissue/0213/ to read the online 
article. Because of its extraordinary design, the NSP was selected 
as our Project of the Month in November 2012. Please also visit 
our archive and see some pictures of the 
NSP .

 
Jesse Dutra also built a second NSP at a 
small city garden in Cambridge (Boston). 
He and his 20 employees now look 

forward to the next season and we all 
hope he'll have many projects in 2013!
 
For more information about the company please visit www.nantucketpools.com
 
Jesse Dutra also made a time-lapse video of the construction of his first NSP. You can watch it 
at www.youtube.com/watch?v=oH_I5C4bbnE. 
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90th Partner Announced
 
Congratulations to Jon, Joe, and Jennifer Wiberg of Waters Edge Design in Park City, Utah, 
USA! They are the 90th member of the BioNova® Family and therefore the BioNova® Group 
honored them at the annual Partner training program in Munich, Germany.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shortly after Waters Edge Design joined the Team, BioNova® also welcomed Partners number 91 & 92. 
The company Kalhofer Gartengestaltung will represent BioNova® in their native region Grünsfeld 
(Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany). The company Emundo is now the first BioNova® Partner 
in Lichtenstein.
 
 
 
Review on the Meeting of the German-speaking Partners
 
In the last week of January, 20 German-speaking Partners met in Munich to learn more about the
latest innovations and exchange experiences. There were several improvements to the 
BioNova® system and innovations on the agenda. In addition, the Partners were informed 
about more efficient pump systems. All of the Partners were pleased with the 2012 
season and now look forward to the coming one. There are some interesting projects 
about to be built soon!
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Review on the Meeting of the English-speaking Partners
 

The annual meeting of the English-
speaking Partners took place from February 
13 - 17 at the Best Western Hotel Erb at 
Parsdorf near Munich. Rainer Grafinger 
welcomed 30 participants from Canada, USA, 
Romania, Egypt, Belarus, Spain, Italy and Serbia. 
There was lots of news to share with experienced 
and new BioNova® Partners at this 5-day seminar. 
Rainer Grafinger gave many lectures on limnology, 

NSP design, and construction methods, and the 
Partners did lots of practical exercises as well. For example, they drew hydraulic plans for a Natural 
Swimming Pool and practiced doing the calculations.
 
To everyone's great relief, Gino Podavini could also join us for the meeting. Our BioNova® Partner form 
Italy had a motorcycle accident last year and it took him months to recover. 
We were glad to see him healthy again!
 

A special highlight from the week was when the staff of the company 
Archer Corp. from Egypt experienced snow for the first time. They 
had never seen snow before, so Johnathan Riehl from Canada 
offered them a short course in building snowmen. And so the first 
"official" BioNova® Snowman was built! Rainer Grafinger 
presented the "trainees" a certificate for their qualifications in 
building snowmen the next day. Also Johnathan Riehl was 
honored for his fine instructional ability.

 
The Partners also enjoyed sampling the local cuisine in 

Munich. We visited a different restaurant every evening to 
try its specialities, and at these dinners the Partners had a chance to get to know each 
other better. One highlight was our visit to the Hofbräuhaus, where the guests from 
abroad could experience some true Bavarian culture.
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Dates 2013
 
Eigenheimmesse, March 7 - 10, 2013, Bern / Switzerland 
This year our Swiss partner Hans Graf will exhibit at the "Eigenheimmesse" at Bern, Switzerland. 
Find more information here www.eigenheim-messen.ch or email Hans Graf (hansgraf@bluewin.ch)
 
Blumen und Bauernmarkt, March 2013, Mettingen / Germany
BioNova® Partner Peter Stokreiterwill exhibit at a regional flowers and farmers market called "Blumen und Bauern-
markt" in March. There's no exact date for it yet but you can email:info@stockreiter.de to get more detailed information.
 
Pro Garden, March 21 - 24, 2013, Prague / Czech Republic
NSPs will be the main focus at the exhibition “Pro Garden” in Prague this March. That's why our Czech BioNova® 
Partner Inet decided to join this event. For further information please contact inet@cmail.cz 
 
 

BioNova® News
 
 
Canada Patent for BioNova® - We are pleased to inform you that BioNova® has been issued a Patent for the 
biological purification of swimming pool water by the Canadian Intellectual Property Office. The proprietary system is now 
patented in the US and Canada.
 
BioNova® Jingle on the air - We would like to recognize Johnathan and Melissa Riehl for their exceptional 
marketing efforts in Ontario, Canada. Recently, John recorded a jingle to advertise his company, John's Pools & Ponds. 
The jingle will be played a few times a day on Ontario radio station CKDO 107.7 FM!
 
James Robyn Speaks at NJ ASLA - On Tuesday, January 29, James Robyn (CEO of BioNova® Natural Pools North 
America) gave a lecture on Natural Swimming Pools at the New Jersey Chapter of the American Society of Landscape 
Architects Annual Meeting. The presentation was held in a ballroom at the Trump Taj Mahal in Atlantic City, NJ and 
covered residential and public NSP projects in North America as well as a history of the Natural Swimming Pool from its
inception in Europe 30 years ago, to how James and Hae-Sun Robyn introduced BioNova® Natural Pools to North 
America beginning in 2007. The presentation was very well attended by over 100 Landscape Architects and other 
industry professionals.

 
Webinar on Natural Swimming Pools - On Friday, January 25, Alan Weene (Head of 
Marketing and Technical Support BioNova® Natural Pools North America) hosted the first 
BioNova® One Hour Webinar on Natural Swimming Pools for homeowners, builders, and other 
interested parties. The Webinar featured general information about NSPs and included an interactive 
question & answer session with Alan and other BioNova® Associates. Seating is limited, so please 
email Alan if you are interested in attending a future Webinar alan@bionovanaturalpools.com
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

New!
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Water Ski Lakes with BioNova® Technology - 
Successful all Over the World
 
Man-made water ski parks have become a popular investment in recent years. The costs for 
building a water skip park are straightforward and the yearly profit is very lucrative. 
 
The basic idea of the cable ways for these kinds of facilities is very simple. It is similar to a chair lift 
at an alpine ski mountain. An electric motor moves a cable which is mounted overhead in a large 
circle around the lake. The handles are mounted to the cable, and riders enjoy a true water skiing 
experience as they are towed around the lake. At the center of the facility might be a restaurant, 
a shop, or a big terrace. The starting area is placed near the center so other guests can sit down and 
watch the wake boarders and water skiers.
 
But sometimes there's no existing lake where these cable ways can be installed - and that's where 
BioNova® comes into play. The BioNova® experts equip man-made lakes with their proprietary biological 
water treatment technology.
 
To bring these projects to reality, Rainer Grafinger works in cooperation with the German company 
Rixen Seilbahnen from Dachau (near Munich), which is the world's number one in building such facilities. 
The BioNova® Team provides support for Rixen Seilbahnen and, if needed, also supervises the construc-
tion. The facilities are typically sealed with synthetic liners.
 
Maintaining water quality in these man-made lakes can be challenging. Especially in warmer climate 
zones, there's not enough oxygenation capacity to keep the water clear and free from algae. 
Until now, most of the operators of man-made lakes used chemicals in case of "emergency". 
 
It wasn’t long before BioNova® experts were able to convince the first of the operators that it is 
better and also more efficient to treat the water biologically rather than use harmful chemicals. 
Currently there are several water ski lakes with BioNova® biological water treatment technology 
being planned planning around the world.
 
With the support of BioNova® a 35,000 square meter facility is under construction 
in the Philippines at the moment. The work there will be finished in April 2013. 
This will be the first man-made water ski lake in the world with fully biologically 
treated water - the first water ski lake with clear and stable water quality 
without the use of chemicals. 
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Großbeeren - 
A Combination of Water Ski Park and Public NSP
 

In 2003 a water ski lake was built at 
Großbeeren (Brandenburg / Germany). 
Großbeeren was the first water ski lake with 
BioNova® technology. 
In those days it was also the biggest water basin 
sealed with a liner in all of Europe. 

 
Back then a private investor came to Rainer 
Grafinger with his vision of a water ski lake with 
biological regeneration. Needless to say that Mr. 
Grafinger didn't hesitate to accept the challenge. 

When it was built, the lake was 34,000 square meters 
and about 1.3 meters (about 4.5 feet) deep. 

 
In addition, Mr. Grafinger also designed a 1,500 square meter sized swimming area. This NSP was not 
integrated into the water ski lake, it was built as a separate facility. The water is cleaned in a 
1,000 square meter regeneration zone using BioNova® technology.
 
The water ski park Großbeeren is very popular. You can find more information, pictures and videos at 
www.wakeboard-grossbeeren.de.
 


